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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The library return on investment—or ROI—study began in 2007 when Elsevier sponsored a pilot in order to establish a formula that would show a return on the university’s investment in the library. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign volunteered as the study subject. Judy Luther of Informed Strategies led the investigation and Dr Carol Tenopir at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, served as a project advisor. The results were very positive, so Elsevier agreed with Dr Tenopir to expand the study beyond the pilot into a second phase that would seek to validate the findings of phase I at a variety of institutions and to learn if the ROI model could be expanded to other aspects of the library-institution relationship.Today I will give you a very brief overview of phase II completed in 2009 and share some CSIC results.



What’s CSIC?
Research State Agency (2007)
116 institutes 
6% Spanish research community
10.600 staff (5.000 scientists)
879 M € budget  2008 (2/3 
MCIIN,1/3 other)
Colaborates national and 
internationally with : 
university+industry  for a 
technological and scientifc policy
Organisation based on 8 
scientific areas
CSIC scientific production 
represents 20% of ISI Spanish 
representation
CSIC Library Network 
(78libraries, 8,5 M€ acqusitions)

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
I’m going to present the ROI libraries study we did last year at CSIC.But first I have to say a few words about Spanish National Reserach Council and why we’ve decided to enter into a ROI study sponsored by ELSEVIER in 2008.



Library value >gap emerges:
ARL expenditures vs perception of library

Online catalogs

CD-ROMs

Web browsers

Amount spent on 
library resources

Perceived 
value of library as an 
information gateway

Value Gap

Chart courtesy of Dr Carol Tenopir, 2009
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BUT … Why RoI now?Using figures from the Association of Research Libraries, we can see that while the amount of money libraries spend on resources has gone up over time, library users perceive a decrease in the value of the library overall as an information gateway.Other studies shows that the library is increasingly becoming disenfranchised from the actual research process, and that library patrons at institutions have come to perceive that information resources are available electronically from sources other than from their own library.Research libraries  must find ways to demonstrate the value of their collections and services to their funders and the researchers their serve. Return on investment is one way to quantify the value of the library in research.This perception, along with a combination of factors, makes establishing a ROI for libraries more important than ever. It’s time to visualize what libraries do to improve institutional scientific performance. That’s the reason why CSIC had decided to join the ELSEVIER ROI PROJECT in 2008.



Learning about library users:
What has been done in the past

Library

Focus groups & opinion surveys 
to examine changes, make 

improvements

Use surveys & data to 
show value, 

outcomes, ROI

Usage logs to show 
what people do on 
library systems to 
inform collection 

decisions & growth

Methods to learn about users and usage work together 
to show explicit and implicit value
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Establishing value in the past has typically been accomplished first through focus groups and opinion surveys – these provided valuable testimonials that both expressed support for the library mission as well as suggestions for improvements. Once usage logs became more widely available, implicit value as expressed through usage statistics was deemed another value measure. Libraries then became even more sophisticated by conducting actual use surveys in order to show the relationship between data, value, and outcomes, and even made some attempts at establishing a return on investment. The goal of late has been to focus on ROI as a true quantifiable measure.



Goal of ROI study

To demonstrate that library collections 
contribute to the income-generating 

activities of the institution.

For every monetary unit spent
on the library,

the university receives ‘X’ monetary units
in return.

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In the prevoius ROI studies, it was established that in order to demonstrate that library collections contribute to the income-generating activities of the institution, the case needed to be made that for every monetary unit spent on the library, the university receives a monetary unit in return.



Libraries and  Grant Research Cycle

CSIC 
Libraries

Conduct
Research

Obtain
Grants

Write
Articles

Write
Reports &
Proposals
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The ROI study (Phase II)  we did at CSIC was focused on the Grant Research Cycle. The study examines  returns of the library resources collection for the grant process of CSIC researchers, so it keeps  the focus on ROI for grants income



Quantifying library value for the institution

Moderador
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Using a common definition of ROI  (return on investment), researchers in the pilot study next considered: who contributed income to the institution? Scientists do, and they are heavy users of library resources. The most common type of income generated from researchers is grants money, so the hypothesis that you see on the far right was formed. By considering the role of library resources in the grants process, it might be possible to establish a return on investment for library resources to grants income.



ROI Analytical approach

1. Interviews with key administrators to capture the 
institutional goals and values

2. Library budget figures over time
3. Grants income over time
4. Faculty survey to measure:

1. Total number of grant proposals
2. Number of grant proposals that included citations
3. Number of grant awards from proposals that included 

citations
4. Importance of citations in grant proposals

5. Testimonials (in survey or through faculty interviews) 
that focus on outcomes of library use

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The overall analytical approach of the study was to combine the interviews with key university leaders that capture the institutional goals, collect the library budget figures and the grants income, and then to overlay all with intelligence from the faculty survey, collecting both data as well as testimonials that focus on outcomes of using the library. In order to perform the ROI study, different  types of data  and sources for obtaining that data were identified, and a model was drafted. Quantitative and qualitative data was provided and analysed. Study covered 8 years of data 



Distribution of institutions involved

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
As it has been said before, the study was carried out by Carol Tenopir’s group and sponsored  by ELSEVIERThe map you see on the screen gives a visual representation of where in the world the participating institutions were located. 8 institutions, some academic, some scientific… with similarities and of course many differences



Grants ROI model

Numbers/percentages input into model

Juxtapose with interviews and survey responses

Put the ROI result into context for institutional faculty 
and executive administration

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The numbers or percentages, as appropriate, were input into the model you see here, which were then juxtaposed and complemented  with interviews and survey responses, finally an ROI result within a contextual framework for each institution was delivered by Tenpoir’s team.



Executive values:
Issues that are similar

Attain prestige and internationalization
Improve faculty and research productivity
Attract high quality scientist through high quality 
instruction
Expand grant funding

“Funding does not regenerate funding.
But reputation does.”

– Charles Zukoski, UIUC

“If we publish more we are better considered
for funding”  CSIC

Moderador
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First step of the  ROI project  was to conduct in-depth interviews with  Scientific Institution leaders. As was revealed, there are many similarities in the goals that institutions have worldwide.



Executive values:
Issues that are different

Institutional mission
• Research-intensive versus focus on teaching
• Cultural preservation versus globalization

Funding sources
• External versus internal
• National versus global

Mandates
• Institutional, regional, national

Library alignment with mission
• Investment in information resources
• Enablement of e-access/infrastructure

Moderador
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And as expected some differences were uncovered, particularly in the areas of institution  mission, funding sources, mandates, and library alignment with the institutional mission.



Faculty survey: ROI calculation 
questions & other data checks

• How many proposals submitted?
• How many grants funded?
• Total monetary value of grants?
• Importance of citations in proposals and reports?
• How many citations in proposals, reports, 

articles?
• What % of citations from the library collections?
• For each cited, how many others do you read?

Moderador
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Second step was the faculty survey. The red boxes on the screen indicate those questions necessary for the ROI calculation model.



Faculty survey: Other types of analysis

• How many hours in a typical week do you spend 
on:
• Finding or accessing articles or books?
• Reading articles or books?

• How has access to e-resources through the 
university network changed the way you work?

Moderador
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The survey also asked a few questions in order for other types of analysis that the participating libraries might find valuable, including an open-ended question that could potentially provide revealing testimonials from faculty.



Faculty survey: Demographics

• What is your primary subject discipline?
• What is your current rank/position?

Moderador
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Finally, questions were also asked to evaluate faculty participation in the survey.



Researcher Survey Figures
CSIC

5.850 faculty invited
1.181 participate
20% success rate

Moderador
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CSIC  faculty survey  was sent to 5.850 scientists and 20% of them too part on it. The charts show  discipline distribution as well scientific positions within CSIC tiers.



Total monetary value of grants over the last 
five years, reported by CSIC respondents

Moderador
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In that picture  you can see  information regarding number of CSIC grants (funded-not funded) and money distribution.



CSIC survey results

References in proposales 
are essential, very 
important, important

95% (71%-98%)

Average number of 
citations in proposals 31 (20-46)

Percent of citations in 
proposals (recognized) 
from library

75%-99% (50%-99%)

For every article cited, 
average number of more 
that are read

27 (18)

Moderador
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CSIC faculty survey main results  can be seen in the table. In brackets the average results from ROI Phase II.



CSIC % respondents who reported 75-99% of 
cited items were accessed from the library’s online 

system

Carol Tenopir

100%

75%

50%

25%

LifeSci      PhysSci      SocSci        Health        Hum          Other

Subject Discipline

60%
67%

47% 46%

7%

59%
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CSIC scientists submitting grants reported that 75% to 99% of grants cited items were accessed from the library’s online. Digital collections are heavy used but with different extents depending on disciplines and of course e-resources coverage.



“The capability of 
doing thematic and 

author searches gave 
me a new control on 
my research field.” 

CSIC

“You have access to 
many more articles 

and although you do 
not read them 

completely, you are 
more aware of what is 
going on in the field.” 

CSIC

“Access has made 
collecting research 

resources infinitely more 
efficient; and facilitated 

interdisciplinary research.” 
UT

“A sure way to kill a 
proposal is not to give 
proper credit or to not 

update new 
developments.” UIUC

Value of E-Resources 

Moderador
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Some qualitative comments made by faculty about e-resources value and acesibility



Impact on Productivity

It has saved me plenty of 
time…I can have remote

access from home, which
allows me to work on 

weekends.” CSIC

“I guess that on 
average the online 

access saves me more 
than 10 hours per 

week.” CSIC

“My productivity would 
drop at least four fold if I 
had to go to the library 
for all my needs.” UIUC

“The task of finding the 
most pertinent articles on a 
new topic used to take a full 
afternoon. The same work 

can now be completed in 15 
to 30 minutes.” UT

Moderador
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and qualitative comments regarding impact of e-resources on productivity



Library Value to Research

“Presently scientific 
research without 

electronic access to 
resources is 

unthinkable.” CSIC

“It has helped me open or 
discard lines of research at 

the very beginning by 
knowing what other 

researchers have published 
or are soon going to publish.” 

CSIC

“It would be impossible to 
be competitive 

internationally without 
electronic access to 
publications.” UIUC

“Electronic access greatly 
improved and simplified 

work for publication, 
preparation of proposals, 
and research work with 

students.” UT

Moderador
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…and comments on value to research



Library value for Administration  

1. Attract & retain outstanding 
faculty

2. Increase impact of university 
research

– Faculty with more 
publications and citations 
have higher propensity of 
obtaining more grants.*

– Faculty who publish more, 
read more**

– Faculty who receive 
awards read more**

•Ali & Bhattacharyya, “Research Grant and Faculty 
Productivity Nexus: Heterogeneity among Dissimilar 

Institutions.” Academic Analytics

•**Tenopir & King, Towards Electronic Journals, SLA, 
2000.

“I would leave this university in 
a microsecond if the library 

deteriorated …” UIUC

“[e-journals] save me hours and hours, 
and my papers, proposals, etc., are 

better.” UT

“I am now able to explore and trace back 
topics and check the developments that 

arose along the topic history making 
connections that were only dreams a few 

years ago.” CSIC

Moderador
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Since it appears from the faculty survey  the library is an important gateway to  e-resources,  Library and it’s e collections   has also some administrative values wich were expressed



CSIC main Key findings

For every Euro invested in the library, CSIC received a return of €15.54 in research 
grant income (expressed as a 15.54:1 ratio).

Respondents reported they submitted an average of 1.1 proposals each in 2007, and 
reported they received an average of over €294,995 each in research grant income

Respondents cited an average of 31 books or articles in every grant proposal they 
submitted, 22 in each grant final report, and 32 for each published article. For every 
book or article cited, respondents read 27 other books or articles.

Over 95% of respondents considered it “essential”, “very important”, or “important” to 
cite references to journal articles or books in their grant proposals

Most respondents accessed from their library e-resource collections at least 75% of 
the articles and books they cited.

Respondents report spending more than 15 hours per week finding, accessing, and 
reading scholarly literature

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In order to summarize the ROI study we can  highlight  the following  key findings.



Conclusions so far…

This study demonstrates one method of quantifying 
the library’s value (research income is generated using 
the library collections)
Academic library collections STILL help faculty be 
productive and successful
Libraries help generate grants income
E-collections are valued by faculty and bring return on 
investment to the institution, no matter where in the 
world
Majority of faculty consider library resources an 
important part of their research and integral to the 
grants process

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
After  completed ROI study , we can so far show that:faculty use library resources to support their work library collections help faculty in areas of productivity, efficiency, interdisciplinary explorations, and international collaborations Institution leaders can see and use the library  to help recruit and retain faculty raise the institution’s prestige foster innovative research and interdisciplinary collaboration.  Library plays a role in promoting the institution’s international reputation a majority of faculty view the library and its resources as valuable to research and integral to the grants process and that ROI results for grants income can vary widely depending on different scenariosThis study is solely on the contributions of the library’s resources to the grant proces income. There are other ways to measure library values (like values on teaching, student engagement, institutional overall mission.



Grants ROI  results varies

From 15.54:1 to under 1:1
ROI depends on institutional mission
• Research focus is higher; teaching focus is lower

Be cautious when comparing ROI among 
institutions with differing missions
ROI is one of other measures of the library’s 
value
• Usage = implied value
• Stakeholder testimonials = explicit value
• Time & cost savings = contingent valuation

Moderador
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On a high level, ROI results for grants vary widely and for a variety of reasons. This study clearly shows that caution is needed when comparing ROI among institutions with differing missions, and that “ROI for grants” is only one of many other measures of the library’s value.



Aggregated ROI results
University 1 3.44 

University 2 15.54 

University 3 0.27

University 4 13.16

University 5 0.55t

University 6 1.31

University 7 0.64

University 8 1.43

University 9 5.60

Highest values come from institutions with 
a purely research mission or with a 

concentration in science and technology. 

Middle  values are from research-
oriented institutions that cover all 

disciplines and include both teaching 
and research, but are located in 
countries or environments where 

seeking externally funded competitive 
grants is a priority and funds are 

available. 

Lower values are from 
comprehensive liberal arts 

institutions with a mix of research 
and teaching where grant monies 

may be limited or are institutions that 
rely on government funding instead 

of competitive grant funding.

Moderador
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The aggregated ROI results for all of the participating institutions, including a re-calculation for UIUC (University 9-phase 1), are shown on the screen. The results are separated into 3 categories: The highest value ROIs come from institutions with a pure research mission or with a concentration in science and technology. The middle values are from research-oriented institutions that cover all disciplines and include both teaching and research; these may be located in an environment where seeking externally funded competitive grants is a priority and funds are available. Lower values are either from comprehensive liberal arts institutions with a mix of research and teaching, from universities where grant monies may be limited or full data was only available for a portion of total institution, or are institutions that rely primarily on government funding instead of competitive external grant funding.



Other recent independent works

Moderador
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In addition to the ROI studies that Elsevier has supported, a number of recent reports have been published, including the 2009 Research Information Network study entitled “E-journals: their use, value and impact” that you see here.



29

This computer model quantifies the association between downloads and research outcomes.
A doubling (100 per cent increase) in downloads, from 1 to 2 million, is statistically associated with dramatic increases in 
research productivity. The gearing becomes even stronger as the volume of downloads increases further. (Source: “E-
journals: their use, value and impact”) 

“The more you read, more citations, more productivity”

Moderador
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Contained in this study is information that shows strong correlation between article downloads and research outcomes. Of particular note from the RIN report is that a 100% increase in downloads shows a statistical association with dramatic increases in research productivity.Journal use and expenditure correlate with research outcomes: “… per capita expenditure and use of e-journals is strongly and positively correlated wit papers published, numbers of scientifc awards and research grants and contracts income…. In general these correlations are independent of institutional size”

http://www.rin.ac.uk/use-ejournals
http://www.rin.ac.uk/use-ejournals
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